Roundtable Added: 7-8: Narrative, Imagination and Political and Moral Choice.
Abstract: Building on the work of Molly Andrews, especially her recent book, "Narrative Imagination and Everyday Life" (Oxford, 2014), this roundtable discusses the importance of imagination in leading us to particular narratives that then, in turn, result in certain types of choices. Illustrations include everyday life choices, such as those concerning how we age or vote, to moral choices in political situations demanding moral courage, such as those that occur during wars and genocides.
Time: Saturday, July 4th 9:00-10:30 AM
Place: Balboa 1

Chair Added: 1-1: Politics, Identity, and Engagement
Chair: John Daniel Cash

Chair Added: 6-1: Studies of Empathy, Trust, and Solidarity
Chair: Stanley Feldman

Chair Added: 6-2: The Causes and Consequences of Polarization
Chair: Elizabeth Suhay

Chair Added: 1-2: Identity and the Other: Political Ramifications
Chair: Alexandra Homolar

Chair Added: 6-3: Motivated Reasoning
Chair: Howie Lavine

Chair Added: 6-4: Partisan Identities and Political Symbols
Chair: Samara Klar

Chair Added: 1-4: Uncertain, Misrecognized and Contested Identities
Chair: Meghan McNamara

Chair Added: 6-5: Political Communication and Rhetoric
Chair: Natalia Kovalyova

Chair Added: 6-6: Political Knowledge
Chair: Jennifer Jerit

Chair Added: 6-7: Group Conflict and Prejudice
Chair: Neil Kressel

Chair Added: 6-8: The Effects of Media on Public Opinion
Chair: Chris Weber
Chair Added: **6-10: Popular Perceptions and Public Opinion**  
Chair: Marc Stewart Wilson

Chair Added: **6-11: Values and Ideology**  
Chair: Matthew Hayes

Chair Added: **6-12: Political Campaigns and Candidate Evaluation**  
Chair: Alexander George Theodoridis

Chair Added: **6-13: Political Discussion and Civic Engagement**  
Chair: Ewa Golebiowska

Paper Removed: Ethnocentric Personality: A 60-Year Old Myth?  
Panel: **11-1: New Perspectives on Racial Prejudice**  
Authors: Robin Bergh, Nazar Akrami, Jim Sidanius, Chris G Sibley

Poster Removed: Explaining civic engagement in transitional states: The curious case of Moldovan artists  
Panel: **Poster Session**  
Authors: Giovanna Di Mauro

Paper Removed: Toward Social Change – Empowerment and Politicised Identities in Members of LGBT Associations  
Panel: **8-2: Perceiving, Representing and Changing Inequalities**  
Authors: Jana Eyssel

Panel Cancelled: **4-3: Leaders, Risk, and Feedback**  
Time: Saturday, July 4th 10:45 AM – 12:15 PM  
Place: Salon D

Paper Added: Explaining the Response of U.S. Presidents to Adverse Policy Feedback  
Panel: **4-5: Using Measures of Conceptual Complexity to Understand the Behavior of Dictators and Other Political Leaders**  
Authors: Charles F. Hermann  
Time: Sunday, July 5th 1:30 – 3:00 PM  
Place: Gaslamp 4

Paper Added: Accountability and Elite Decision Making – A Survey Experiment with American and Canadian Municipal Politicians  
Panel: **4-1: Leader Rhetoric, Beliefs, and Personalities**  
Authors: Lior Sheffer, Peter Loewen  
Time: Saturday, July 4th 9:00 – 10:30 AM  
Place: Gaslamp 4
Panel Correction: Eva Walther is NOT an author on Fungible Ethics: Medicine, Torture and the Moral Blindness of Science. The title of her talk, Extremism and the attraction of the Islamic State – a social psychological perspective was inadvertently excluded from the program.

Panel: 2-1: Aggression, Violence, and Ethics
Authors: Eva Walther
Time: Friday, July 3rd 9:30 – 11:00 AM
Place: Gaslamp 1

Chair Removed: 2-3: Conflict Transformation, Reconciliation, and Peace
Chair: Alexandra Raleigh

Paper Removed: Collective Catharsis, Transitional Justice, & the Psychopolitics of Post-Conflict Transitions
Panel: 2-3: Conflict Transformation, Reconciliation, and Peace
Authors: Alexandra Raleigh

Paper Removed: How are we influenced by our groups’ emotions?
Panel: 3-4: Political Cognition and Emotion
Authors: Amit Goldenberg, Eran Halperin, Michael Wohl, James J. Gross

Paper Removed: An analysis of political cognition among Chinese university students using the Integrative Consciousness Model (a hypothetical cognitive-developmental model of reasoning about intergroup issues)
Panel: 3-4: Political Cognition and Emotion
Authors: Andrew Conning

Panel Cancelled: 3-4: Political Cognition and Emotion
Time: Friday, July 3rd 2:30 – 4:00 PM
Place: Salon D

Paper Added: Neural imaging evidence for intergroup bias using indirect measures: Attitudes towards PRC Chinese among Taiwanese
Panel: 3-9: Perceiving In-Groups and Out-Groups
Authors: I-Ching Lee, Yu-Hsuan Sun
Time: Saturday, July 4th 9:00 – 10:30 AM
Place: Salon D

Chair Removed: 2-6: Group Identity, Commemoration, and Violence
Chair: Daphna Canetti

Paper Removed: Bombing or Warning? Morality and Proportionality: Evidence from an Experiment in Israel
Panel: 2-6: Group Identity, Commemoration, and Violence
Authors: Daphna Canetti, Shaul Kimhi, Michal Shamai, Shani Fachter